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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis talks about the problem of acquiring Common Sense Associations. Shared 

facts we have about the world. For example, we know that “CAT is related to FUR” 

and “HOUSE is related to ROOM”. The thesis will introduce a prototype called 

MindMatch. This prototype is a simple multiplayer game that collects associations. 

Games like this often goes under the name of games with a purpose, games which are 

meant to be fun to play and have the side-effect of gathering valuable data. 

MindMatch was developed for two languages (Swedish and English) and was tested 

on almost 200 people. About 20,000 associations were collected and MindMatch 

demonstrates a cheap and effective way to collect associations. 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 

 

Den här rapporten handlar om insamlande av Common Sense Associations. Intuitiv 

fakta vi har om vår omgivning. Till exempel så är ”KATT relaterat till PÄLS” och 

”HUS är relaterat till RUM”. En spelprototyp introduseras vid namnet MindMatch. 

Ett enkelt spel där flera personer kan bidra med insamlandet av associationer. Spelet 

använder sig av något som kallas ”games with a purpose” (spel med ett syfte). Spel 

som spelas som underhållning där värdefull data samlas som en sidoeffekt. 

Prototypen utvecklades för både Svenska och Engelska. Ungefär 200 personer testade 

spelet och cirka 20,000 associationer skapades. MindMatch demonsterar ett billigt 

och effektivt sätt att samla associationer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
What we want is a machine with common sense 
 

This paper discusses the problem of acquiring common sense facts through games 

with purpose. It introduces a simple multiplayer game used for collecting common 

sense associations. A playable prototype of the game has been developed with 

support for both Swedish and English. This prototype can be played directly inside a 

web browser.  

 

 

1.1 Common sense knowledge acquisition
 

We all know that computers lack a lot of common sense, knowledge a young child 

knows about. How come we build a system with expert level knowledge in 

specialized fields like healthcare 
[df12]

 and we can‟t build and simulate the knowledge 

of a 3 year old? This is somewhat counterintuitive and strange. It seems that we are 

able to build specialized systems very well but when we try to build more general 

systems we utterly fail.  

    There are a couple of projects that are trying to tackle this problem. They do so by 

collecting large repositories of common sense knowledge. Fact, rules and concepts 

that describes the world. Cyc is probably one of the more ambitious ones. Originally 

estimated to be completed in 10 years at a cost of approximately fifty million dollars 
[mg93] 

this on-going project has been running for almost 30 years. Cyc currently knows 

about 500,000+ concepts and nearly 5,000,000+ facts and rules, using over 26,000+ 

relations 
[ws02]

. CycCorp has been paying experts to handwrite rules into Cyc. They 

have had scripts to parse the web for information, and in more recent time CycCorp 

has taken help from the general public. In a talk titled Computers versus Common 

Sense Douglas Lenat CEO of CycCorp mentions that this was done through a web-

game. Almost 500,000 people have contributed to Cyc by playing that game. This 

means by the time of that recording (2006) almost half Cyc‟s knowledge had been 

entered by this kind of interface. 
[ws01]

 

    ConceptNet is another example of a project that collects facts about the world 
[sp04, 

ch12]
. ConceptNet is a semantic network of common sense knowledge, a giant 

hypergraph with labelled nodes and edges.  Each node in this graph represents a 

concept and each edge describes how that concept is related to another concept. 

Knowledge taken from this hypergraph looks something like this “          

            ” and “                                          ”. 

ConceptNet is based on natural language and Cyc is built on formal logic.  
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ConceptNet is a collection of many different projects. Facts are extracted from 

Wikipedia through DBPedia
[sa07]

 and ReVerb
[af11]

 and Lexical information comes 

from Princeton WordNet 
[gm93]

.  General facts about the world come from the Open 

Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project. A project that consists of over a million 

sentences from over 15,000 contributors. 
[ps02, ws09]

  Word associations are extracted 

from Verbosity and Nadya.jp which are games that people play online for 

entertainment. 
[mb06,ws11]

 Projects like ConceptNet and Cyc approach the problem of 

collecting facts using three fundamental ways.  

 

(1) Through paid experts that enter data by hand. This leaves us with good data. 

But the process of getting the data is very time-consuming, tedious and 

expensive.  

(2) Through automated scripts that scan the internet in hope to extract 

knowledge from text. This is an effective method that can be used to collect 

massive amounts of information, very cheaply. But things that are not stated 

in clear text can be very hard to extract.  

(3) Through help from the general public. This is an inexpensive way of 

collecting quality data. But leaves us with the problem of motivation, why 

should the general public help?  
 

1.2 Gather common sense facts through games 

Games can be used as a way to motivate people to contribute to science. 

 

This project is similar to a game called Verbosity. Verbosity is web-game that is used 

for collecting common sense facts in a non-tedious way. People play Verbosity 

because it‟s fun. As a side-effect, accurate common sense facts are collected. 
[mb06]

 

Verbosity is played by pairing a narrator and a guesser. The narrator receives a secret 

word from the game, and by using a template his mission is to try to describe this 

word to the guesser. If the hidden word is CAT the narrator could use the template 

CAT is a kind of __ the narrator writes ANIMAL. The guesser then sees X is a kind 

of ANIMAL and starts to guess what the hidden word   could be. At the end of a 

game session, the common sense fact that CAT is a kind of ANIMAL is collected.   

     Common-Consensus
 [hl07]

 is another web-based game designed to collect common 

sense facts. This game is based on questions like what are some things you would use 

to: cook dinner?  Responses to that question could be food (7), pots (3), pans (3), and 

meat (3). This game uses templates to question players about goals, like What are 

some things you would use to: X where X could be cook dinner or eat dinner. Both of 

these projects show how games can be used to collect common sense facts and will be 

discussed more, later in this thesis. 
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1.3 Problem statement and goals 
What are the focus / goal of this thesis? 
 

The main focus of this thesis will be the development MindMatch. A game used as a 

tool to collect common sense associations. The term common sense associations 

refers to associations that a player believes another player has entered (shared facts 

about the world, like CAT is related to DOG or COMPUTER is related to 

MONITOR). For example, if the word CAT is presented, people often think about the 

word DOG, MOUSE or BLACK. MindMatch will collect these relations in the 

general form of [WORD] is related to [WORD], or [WORD] & [WORD] is related to 

[WORD]. Projects like ConceptNet have a similar setup (PHRASE some relation 

ANOTHER PHRASE) allowing these projects to work together. 

      The goal of this project is to create a low maintenance game that allows a dataset 

to grow over time. Data gathered from one mini-game will be used as input to the 

next.  This way; users will have more content to play with as new content is always 

created. Users will be used as a way to verify old content and to create new. The 

score system will be based on how other users play. Users are rewarded more points 

if they are able to guess what another user is thinking. This should guide users to 

write more general associations (or Common Sense Associations). As an example, 

users will receive 1 point for each other user they share a specific association with. So 

if a user wrote CAT-DOG and 100 other users had done exactly the same. That 

association will be worth 100 points. If this user instead wrote CAT-PILLOW that 

association would only be worth 1 point (because no one else has made that 

association before). Things we share as common sense are worth more points. 
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1.4 Project limitation and specialization 
What will this project not cover? 

 

The mindset for this project has always been associations between concepts (not only 

words) and both sounds and pictures should be included this (as well as many other 

things).  The word CAR could be linked to the sound of car engine, a picture of a car 

and maybe even some 3d geometry describing that car. Due to the time-limit of 10 

weeks, the prototype will be focused just on associations between words. Players are 

given one or more words and will respond with another.  

 

 

1.5 Associative Thesaurus 
MindMatch data and associate thesaurus 

 

Two well-known word association dataset for the English language are the University 

of South Florida 
[nl98]

 and Edinburgh Word Association Thesaurus of English 
[ws07]

 

both of these projects contain data very similar to data gathered by MindMatch. (See, 

TABLE 1) One distinction is, in MindMatch users are rewarded by trying to respond like 

other players. They are not just freely associating like they were in those projects. In 

MindMatch players are rewarded by trying to figure out what other people are 

thinking. Certain mini-games will be used to adjust the weights put on associations. 

The weight assigned to associations is based on more factors then frequency of 

responses given by players. This weight represents the confidence of the network 

assigned to an association, bigger weight means higher confidence. Another 

difference is that in MindMatch, players are asked to associate when two words are 

presented instead of just one.  

 

Edinburgh Word Association 

Thesaurus 

 University of South Florida 

Thesaurus 

brain → mind(11) intelligence(9) brawn (4)  brain → head (50) think (43) smart(17) 

bridge → forth(40) span(33) severn(27)   bridge → water(51) river (25) cross(10) 

dinosaur → extinct(4) awe(1)  dinosaur → extinct(20) jurassic(15) 

floor → lino(42) ceiling(29) tile(16)  floor → tile(16) ceiling (15) 

illusion → optics(2) reality(2)  illusion → dream(23) fantasy(14) 

jar → pickle (7) jolt (5) jam(4)  jar → jelly(22) glass(17) lid(16) 

 

TABLE 1 – Example associations  
Extracted associations from Edinburgh Word Association Thesaurus and University of South 

Florida Thesaurus (See, Appendix 1-2 for associations gathered by MindMatch) in the form of 
 

(Node (is related to →) Node1 (by weight)), Node2 (by weight)) 
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1.6 Having fun with word games 
Games, games & games 

 

There are a couple of games built around idea of word association. Here are examples 

of some of them. 

 

               by MochiBits,  

                                    by zdbzd, 

              by TicBits Ltd and 

           by BULLBITZ.  

 

Each of these games is purely done for entertainment and is not used as tool to collect 

associations.  These games have received good reviews and people are even willing to 

pay money to play them. This is a good indication that people find it fun to play 

around with word associations.  

     There is a game called                       created by the game designer 

Kyle Gabler and                     an experiment by Simon Holliday. Both 

built around the traditional game of word association. Here long chains of words are 

created by associating from the previously associated word. An example of a game 

session could be. 

 

                                                

 

Both of these projects collect associations and                     have collected 

more the 20 million of them 
[ws03]

 and                       have collected over 5 

million associations. 
[ws04]

 This is a good indication on how effective this type of 

game could be.  
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2. METHOD  
Games with purpose is like running algorithm on human person 

Once upon a time the term “computer” was referred to a human person who did 

calculations by hand, and not long ago the electronic machine stole it from us. 
[al07]

  

More recently we invited the term “human computation” 
[la05]

 to refer to computation 

that the electronic machine cannot do, and now we proceed to use this new tool to 

create even smarter machines to occupy that space as well.   

 

2.1 Human computation 

Maybe one of the biggest uses for human computation today is reCAPTCHA. Over 

200 Million CAPTCHAs are solved by humans every day 
[ws08]

 and CAPTCHAs are 

everywhere. If you ever registered an account on any big site you most certainly have 

stumbled upon one.  This verification progress is a form of Turing test, a test to see if 

visitors are humans or not. This process is what prevents bots/scripts to register 

millions of accounts. reCAPTCHA has a dual purpose, when people solve 

reCAPTCHAs they help to solve a hard computer vision  problem (image-to-text). 

Each time a person do a reCAPTCHA a bit of information is extracted from some old 

text book. This means we can digitalize old books with help of humans. We do this 

because it‟s very hard to write programs that can “read” books.  Something humans 

are good at. Human computation is used as a tool when we can‟t write programs to do 

what we want them to do. 

       

2.2 Generalized models for human-based computation games 

There are a couple of generalized models for creating a human-based computation 

games (or game with purpose). 3 types are mentioned in 
[ld08]

 and one in 
[lc09]

. Each of 

these models can be created with slight variances. In a synchronous game, players 

have to access the game at the same time in order to give real-time feedback to each 

other. The opposite of this is an asynchronous game where information is stored in a 

database for later use. In a symmetric verification game output from players are 

compared against each other and players with the most agreement wins. In an 

asymmetric verification game each player has slightly different assignment and they 

are used to create and verify each other‟s data.  The following sections will describe 

each of these models in more detail. 
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2.2.1 Output-agreement game 

Output-agreement game (See, FIGURE 1), all players are given the same input and must 

produce an output based on this common input. Reward is given to players that are 

able to create the same output from this input. 

 

FIGURE 1, Output-agreement model. 
                                                               

 

Key features for this model 
 Players are rewarded if they are able to produce (and agree) on the same output 

given the same input. 

 Players don‟t have to produce output at the same time as another player; instead 

they are rewarded when output is matched with another player. 

 Players don‟t have to have total agreement on outputs, partial agreement is fine 

 In general, if more players are in an agreement we can have more confidence 

about that output. However this does not mean we can guarantee the correctness 

of the output. 

 The game learns based on output that are shared between players, for example, in 

MindMatch when two different players respond: Input: CAT → Output: FUR. We 

have higher confidence that CAT and FUR are related. Compared to that if just 

one player responded like it. 

Example of games that use this model 

 
ESP Game (later Google Image Labeler), a game used for labeling images. 

[la04]
 

Matchin, a game used to rank images based on the image that is most appealing. 
[ws05] 

Common Consensus, a game used to collect commonsense knowledge about people‟s 

everyday goals in the style of “people sleep at night” and “doors can be opened”. 
[hl07] 
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2.2.2 Input-agreement game 

Input-agreement game (See, FIGURE 2), all players are given some input. This input is 

either the same or it‟s different. The game knows if they share this input or not. The 

goal of the game is for all players to agree on if they have the same input or not. This 

input is of course hidden between players. Player is instructed to produce an output 

describing their input. Clues to whatever the input could be. They will receive a 

reward if they are able to agree on this input. 

 

FIGURE 2, Input-agreement 
                                                                

 

Key features for this model 
 Players are rewarded if they are able to figure out that they have the same input. 

 When the output-space in an output-agreement game is too big, it can become 

very difficult for users to agree on a shared output. This could result in a bad 

game were user get frustrated and lose interest in the game. 
[el09]

 The input-

agreement model solves this issue by creating a smaller set of pre-defined inputs, 

making it easier for players to have an agreement. 

 The game collects generated output created by each user. 

 The game can be fairly certain about the correctness of the output. Players are 

rewarded only if they are in agreement. (Output from players must be descriptive 

otherwise it’s hard for player to agree on whatever they share input or not) 

Example of games that use this model 

 
TagATune, is an online game used for collecting tags for music and sound clips. Two 

players are asked to agree on “are we listening on the same tune or not”.  They 

describe the tune they just heard to each other. From their descriptions they agree on 

whatever they were listening to the same song or not. Entered descriptions are 

collected by the game. 
[el09] 
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2.2.3 Inversion-problem game  

Inversion-problem Game (See, FIGURE 3), One player has access to the solution and is 

instructed to describe this solution to another player. The other player is instructed to 

derive that solution from this description. If a player is able to derive the secret 

solution from the output from the first player we assume that the description from the 

first player is correct. 

 

FIGURE 3, Inversion-problem 

                                                                          
                            

 
 
 

Key features for this model 
 Players are rewarded if one player is able to guess the secret solution from another 

player, and of course; the first player cannot just say the solution. He must 

describe it indirectly with hints.  

 Output (hints given by the first player) is output stored by the game. In the case of 

Verbosity. Common Sense facts are created by the first players description to the 

other player, For example, “X has fur”, “X has four legs”, “X says mjau”, what is 

X? If the second player guess CAT. Then both players are rewarded. 

 This Model is an asymmetric verification game, compared to the previous two 

that were described, that where symmetric 

 

Example of games that use this model 
 

Peakaboom, is a web-based game that collects information on the location of objects 

inside an image. 
[la06]

 

Verbosity, is a game used to collect common sense facts about the world.  
[ch10]

 

Phetch, is a game used to collect outlines of objects inside an image. 
[mk06]
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2.2.4 Output-optimization game  

In the output-optimization game (See, FIGURE 4) all players are given the same input. 

One players output create hints of what another player will output. In this model, 

output from players is logged over time and logged information could be used for 

things like a Plan Network that can predict future actions. 
[jo07]

 This model is more of 

a “simulate and capture” approach compared the tree other previous models. It share 

features of the output-agreement game but have no winning conditions tied to the 

capturing process. 

 

FIGURE 4, Output-optimization 
 

Key features for this model 
 This type of structure is good for temporal knowledge. How things related over 

time 

 In this model there is no built-in verification process were users need to agree in 

order to continue. For all we know all users could do something completely 

different  

 

Example of games that use this model 

 
Restaurant game collects temporal actions and social common sense for virtual 

agents, by creating a Plan Network that can be used to predict future actions in a 

restaurant setting. 
[jo07]
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2.3 Technology  

The client developed for this project was created with the help of a game engine 

called Unity. Unity was used because it offers a very fast developing process which is 

a good attribute when there is limited time assigned to the project. The client is 

written in C#, a powerful language with many capabilities. The target platform is the 

web-player which enables easy integration of updates into this client in a day-to-day 

basis. Having the game on a website also simplifies the process of exposing the game 

to potential players, beta-testers that can give early feedback to the game.  

      There were a couple of ways to create the server infrastructure that was needed 

for this project. SmartFoxServer2x was picked because it offers a robust system for 

handling massive amount of concurrent players and it has a mature integration with 

Unity. The ability to add own server extensions was also factored into this decision. 

Server extensions was used throughout the project because it opens up the ability to 

put some of the game logic on the server side instead of having it inside the client, a 

change that make the client more secure to possible unapproved changes. Moving 

things to the server also makes the client smaller (currently it’s about 260kb). Having 

a small client means fast start-up time for players. 

      A MySQL database was connected to this server and it‟s used to store 

associations in. MySQL was chosen in order to not create an over-complicated 

system. Some investigation went into other technologies (like neo4j) but MySQL 

offers capabilities that are more than enough for this prototype even though neo4j is 

very good fit because it‟s centred around graphs. 

      Data gathered in this database is presented as word association network that can 

be accessed from a website (See, appendix 3). A word association network is a 

directed liner graph with labeled nodes and edges. The graph was created through a 

tool called Gephi and the website was generated with help of a plugin used with 

Gephi called Sigma.   

 

2.4   Testers / Contributors 

Under the development of MindMatch a build was regularly updated on a website, 

and just about anyone could login and play the game. On 2013-05-03 a text post was 

created on sweddit (part of reddit.com), and this attracted more than 100 people over 

the span of 6 hours.  The following couple of days, almost 200 people had played the 

game. People that tested the game played it from a couple a minutes to a couple 

hours.  
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3. RESULT 
Look solely at the facts and not in what you want to believe  
 

MindMatch is a game used to collect common sense associations. Relations between 

words that people intuitively share.  The game received good feedback and players 

found the game to be fun to play. The game was able to collect more than 20,000 

associations. These associations were based on an “input-set” of about 3500 words.  

(See, appendix 1-2-4 for example on both the input-set and the output-set) 

 

3.1 MindMatch: Common Sense Associations 
Overview of different game-modes that were tested in the prototype 

 

When playing MindMatch, players are able to choose between different game-modes. 

Each game-mode is used to collect data in one way or another. The first is called 

single word association. It can be played based on time (15 seconds per word) or 

without (word change for each response) and with slight variances like Today’s word 

which is a time-based single word association game stretched out over the whole day. 

Associations created from the single word association game are feed into the double 

word association game and a game called word match.   The double word association 

game is similar to the single word association game but with two words instead of 

just one. If a player created an association like, CAT is related to DOG in the single 

word association game. Another player could continue on that association by writing 

CAT & DOG is related to ANIMAL in the double association game. Word match is 

based on matching words based on associations like CAT is related to DOG by 

pairing matched words from two different columns. Relations between words are 

either strengthen or weakened. There are also a game-mode called word chains. This 

is a game that can be played in real-time with friends. Players continue on the last 

associated word to create chains of words, like.                           

                     .  

      The last game-mode is called 7 words which is a real-time multiplayer game 

based on the single word association game. Seven words are presented one by one for 

15 seconds each. Under this period players are told to create associations for each 

word. At the end of this period (                                        ) output 

from each player is compared, and players with most agreement wins. The 7 word 

game is a very effective way to gather associations.  
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3.1.1 Game menus and navigation 
Main menus used when navigating the game  

 

FIGURE 5, MindMatch login screen 
 

Players can create a new account by entering a username and a password followed by 

clicking on the “play as a guest” button (See, FIGURE 5). The second time a user plays 

he is upgraded to a normal account and has the ability to register email (There are 

slight advantages to a normal account over a guest account, like the ability to get 

post-reward, see. 3.19) 

 

 

FIGURE 6, Choose difficulty level. 

 

MindMatch was created with tree levels of difficulty, “easy”, “medium” and “hard”. 

Each level consists of core list of handpicked words (the input-set). Currently there is 

about 3500 of them across both languages and all difficulties. A tool exists that allow 

moderators and administrator to add more words to this input-set. 
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FIGURE 7, Choose game type. 
 

When a player has picked a language and a difficulty (See, FIGURE 6).  He is sent to the 

“choose a game type screen”. (See, FIGURE 7).   For this prototype all game-modes are 

unlocked at startup. We could have designed it so the players have to unlock games 

by playing other games but this is easier when developing the prototype (and for 

player that test the game) 

 

3.1.2 Single word association  
Can be played based on time or without 

 

 
 

FIGURE 8, Single word association 

 
This game (See, FIGURE 8) is tied to the output-agreement model in asynchronous 

fashion where players are awarded based on the similarity of their output. This game 

is played by writing a response to a word that the game presents.  
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When a user sends a new word (user output) the game will respond with a new word 

(user input). This dialog is repeated over and over again, Game: CAT User: DOG, 

Game: PILLOW User: SOFT. Game: MOON User: ECLIPSE. (See, TABLE 3) Users 

respond once per word. The game keep tracks of what words each user has responded 

with. The game will not show a word to the same user that he has already seen before. 

At least not until this user has given one response to each word in the input-set. The 

game then proceeds to randomly choose a word from the whole input-set to give to 

the user. This time, he cannot enter the word he entered once before. This word is 

shown as a “taboo word” (He is only allowed to “vote” on an association once, and 

receive score for it once). (See TABLE 2) 

         

Input-set Previous responses (taboo words) 

CAT 
PILLOW 
BED 
ROOM 
CAR 
HAT 
Etc… 

DOG, BLACK, FUR, … 
SOFT, SLEEP, … 
- 
DOOR, WALL, … 
DOOR, WHEEL, … 
- 

 

 
TABLE 2, Word Association Responses 

Words that have no response from a user is always shown first   
In this case (BED & HAT) 

 
In the time-based model, users are able to respond more than once for each input. 

Users will produce output to the same input over the period of 15 seconds. When the 

time is out a new word is shown. Example session, Game: CAT User: BLACK, 

FURRY, ANIMAL Game: FOOT, User: TOE, HEEL, SHOE, SOCK. This type of 

game has its advantages and it‟s a bit more effective because users need to be more 

focused, but not all users like time pressure.  

 

Gameplay example (based on no time) 
Input (Presentation) Output (Responses) Agreement (Reward) 

Game: CAT   

Game: RAINBOW  

Game: ARTIST 

Game: GHOST 

Game: TOE 

Game: WORK 

 

User: DOG   

User: TREASURE             

User: PAINTER  

User: TRANSPARENT  

User: NAIL 

User: PAYMENT 

+ 10 points 

+ 3 points 

+ 1 point 

+ 5 points 

+ 7 points 

+ 2 points 

 

 
TABLE 3, Output-agreement. 

Gameplay session example of the word association game 
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3.1.3 Double word association 
Can be played based on time or without 

 

 

FIGURE 9, Double word association 
 

The double word association game (See, FIGURE 9) is very similar to the one with just a 

single word. In-fact, pairs of words that are entered by the single word association 

game will be shown here. This means that users are presented with pairs of words that 

another user has created, and these words should already be semantically related.  

This game will extract more information based on the context of an association. For 

example FIRE & WATER is related to STEAM. (Or FIREMAN) 

3.1.4 Today‟s word 
Based on the time-based single word association game, but spanned over 24 hours. 

 

 

FIGURE 10, Todays word 

 
This game (See, FIGURE 10) is similar to the single word association game in how it‟s 

played. Each domain has its own unique “word of the day” and users have a whole 

day to write responses until this word changes.  
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3.1.5 Word chains 
Word chains can be played both single player and multiplayer (synchronously) 

 

FIGURE 11, Word chains 
 

Word chains (See, FIGURE 11) are a game where users continue on the last associated 

word. Creating chains of words like “cat, dog, walk, leg, jeans, pockets, key, door”. 

Each word in the chain is associated with the previous one. There are currently two 

types of game-modes based on this game. One is for single-player and the other is for 

multiplayer.  Word chains are based on the output-agreement model with a twist.  

Outputs from players are tied to their input.  (See, FIGURE 12) 

 

FIGURE 12, Crosswalk. 

 
The single player game is based on the asynchronous model and the multiplayer game 

on the synchronous model. When two or more players share the same output based on 

the same input they are both rewarded. 

     In the multiplayer game output from one player is set as input to the next. Each 

player has a certain amount of time to respond (the chain breaks on time-out).  Each 

turn when someone builds on the chain the max time to respond is reduced with 1 

second creating more time pressure for each player. This reduction is stopped when 

20 seconds is reached. 
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3.1.6 Match words 
Match words is a way to strengthen associations from another user.  

 
 

FIGURE 13, Match words 
 

Match word (See, FIGURE 13) is a game used to strengthen/weaken associations. This 

game is based on the inversion-problem model. Associations that are known to the 

game are associations that have been created by another player. Players pair words 

from the left column with words in the right. Associations are strengthen if a pair is 

made. If no pair is made then that association is weakened. Players receive 1 point for 

each pair of words they agree on. If the output isn‟t recognized and no other user has 

made that pair then 0 points are given to that player (even if he is partly correct). 

Players are told too pair as many words as he can and leave associations that feel 

wrong, unmatched. Random words are inserted into the game to make it a bit harder, 

meaning that not all words can be matched. Example on a game play session (See, 

TABLE 4) bellow. 

 

Gameplay example 
Input (Presentation) Output (Response) Agreement (Weight) 

CAT                     

HAND                

HAT 

PILLOW 

COIN 

TABLE 

HEAD 

DOG 

FINGER 

VALUE 

MOON 

SKY 

CAT is paired with DOG 

HAT is paired with HEAD 

HAND is paired with FINGER 

COIN is paired with VALUE 

 

PILLOW, SKY, TABLE and 

MOON is left out 

CAT-DOG     

HAT-HEAD  

HAND-FINGER 

COIN-VALUE 

 

PILLOW-SKY 

TABLE-MOON 

… 

+0.1 

+0.1 

+0.1 

+0.1 

 

-0.1 

-0.1 

 
TABLE 4, Word match gameplay 

Player receive 4 points for matching these words 
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3.1.7 Seven words 
Seven words is a synchronous version of the “word association game”  

 
Seven words is a multiplayer game based on the single word association game. Seven 

words are presented one by one for 15 seconds each.  Under this period players are 

told to create associations. (See, TABLE 5) At the end of this period of 1 minute 45 

seconds output from each player is compared, and the player with the most agreement 

wins. (See, TABLE 6) on average, 1-8 associations are created by one user for each 

word.    

Gameplay example 

Input Player 1 (Output) Player 2 (Output) Player 3 (Output) 

CAT HAIR, WISKERS PET, WISKERS PET, BLACK 

TABLE LEG, WOOD KITCHEN LEG 

HOUSE ROOM,DOOR FLOOR,WALL ROOM,WALL 

CAR DOOR,ENGINE WHEEL, DOOR WINDOW,DOOR 

FOOT TOE, SHOE TOE, HEEL TOE, LEG 

BED SLEEP, PILLOW PILLOW,SLEEP - 

LAMP LIGHTBULB ELECTRICITY LIGHT 
 

TABLE 5, Seven word gameplay session 
Table of responses from each player 

 

Score Calculation 
Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 

Get score from  

WISKERS(2),  

LEG(2),   

ROOM (2), 

DOOR(3) ,  

TOE(3),  

PILLOW (2), 

SLEEP(2) = 16 points 

Get score from  

PET(2),  

WISKERS (2), 

WALL(2),  

DOOR(3),  

PILLOW (2), 

SLEEP(2)  = 13 points 
 

Get score from 

PET(2),  

LEG(2),   

ROOM (2), 

WALL(2),  

DOOR(3), 

TOE(3) = 14 points 
 

 
TABLE 6, Gameplay session scoring 

Player 1 won, Player 3 second place, Player 2 lost 
 

This type of game is very effective and lots of associations can be created by playing 

it.  There is no theoretical upper limit in on how many players that can play this game 

but it‟s a bit problematic that there needs to be at least three players as a lower limit. 

Something that wasn‟t done but should‟ve been is to simulate virtual players. If we 

re-play stored game sessions from previous players we should be able to recreate that 

player as a ghost player (or A.I). Converting this synchronous game to asynchronous 

game allowing players to play the game „alone/with AI‟ until more users join in. This 

has been done previously in games like “The ESP Game”.
 [la04]
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3.1.8 User information and high score lists 
This menu is reached by clicking on the scoreboard. 

 

FIGURE 14, User information 

 
From the information menu (See, FIGURE 14), player can find users statistics and high 

score lists. There are a couple of different high score lists. (1) Based on most words 

used by users. (2) Based on the number of associations made by users. (3) Based on 

the total score of users. (4) Based on word responses from today‟s word.  

     Under statistics, a user can find a couple of things (1) How many associations does 

he share with another user? (2) What user does he share most association with? (3) 

What word does he respond most often with? (4) How many times does he pass on a 

word?   
 

3.1.9 Post-reward from other players 
Players are rewarded even if they are offline 

When an association agreement is made between two players both are rewarded. If 

both players are online at this event, players with associations already stored in the 

database will receive score from the other player. When this happens the following 

message is shown on the top of the screen. “You have received 1 point from user X”. 

If a player was offline under this event, He would have received these points the next 

time he plays the game with a message like “You have received X points from other 

users that have made the same associations like you”. This allows for players who 

test the game early to receive points for really good associations they did early in the 

game.  
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3.2 Graphs and data that where collected 

Graphs created in gelphi from data gatherd in mindmatch 

 

In the following directional graph (See, FIGURE 15) words that are related to WATER is 

presented. Bigger nodes indecates there are more connections to and from that node.  

Bigger lines between nodes reflects that more peoples have done that assoication and 

the network is more confident in that link. This graph was created half way in to the 

project when only a few people had tested the game. The graph is in Swedish because 

only Swedish people had played the game at this point.  

 

FIGURE 15, Example 1. The word WATER (2013-04-29) 
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FIGURE 16, Example 2. The word CAT (2013-05-03) 
 

The word CAT was set as Today’s word when the game was mentioned on 

reddit.com (FIGURE 16) shows the responses. Most of the responses can be found on 

the next page.  In total there were 268 responses using 154 different words all 

associated with the word CAT. 

     Looking at the responses with highest agreement we receive the following table 

with common sense facts (See, TABLE 7). The table is indicating good responses. 

High-agreement responses 

CAT is related to DOG CAT is related to MEOW 

CAT is related to TAIL CAT is related to WHISKERS 

CAT is related to PET CAT is related to PAW 

CAT is related to FUR CAT is related to CLAWS 

CAT is related to ANIMAL CAT is related to FOURLEGGED 

CAT is related to MOUSE CAT is related to TIGER 

CAT is related to RAT CAT is related to LION 

 
TABLE 7 - Responses 

These are the responses with the highest-agreement (translated from Swedish) 
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Table of responses to FIGURE 16 
hund 13 

svans 9 

husdjur 9 

djur 8 

päls 7 

jama 6 

morrhår 6 

tass 6 

klor 5 

fyrbent 4 

spinna 4 

tiger 4 

lejon 4 

mus 4 

råtta 4 

klo 4 

mjau 3 

jaguar 3 

kattunge 3 

mat 3 

leka 2 

mynta 2 

sand 2 

tam 2 

tänder 2 

fräsa 2 

bjällra 2 

kisse 2 

jamar 2 

hår 2 

ögon 2 

kela 2 

lodjur 2 

nos 2 

tassar 2 

låda 2 

unge 2 

hus 2 

leopard 2 
 

bur 2 

morra 2 

riva 2 

garn 2 

mjuk 2 

angorakatt 1 

huggtänder 1 

kattmat 1 

spår 1 

vild 1 

guld 1 

is 1 

klappa 1 

löper 1 

perser 1 

siames 1 

öga 1 

nystan 1 

hav 1 

jävel 1 

korven 1 

mjölk 1 

rackare 1 

skit 1 

sällskapskatt 1 

ange 1 

hårig 1 

kattlåda 1 

lek 1 

musik 1 

rygg 1 

vig 1 

gosa 1 

husse 1 

lort 1 

ost 1 
 

söt 1 

majs 1 

byte 1 

halsband 1 

konsert 1 

puma 1 

skinn 1 

allergi 1 

fot 1 

sommar 1 

ute 1 

norsk skogskatt 1 

bitas 1 

sele 1 

steriliseras 1 

Måns 1 

burma 1 

haj 1 

kompis 1 

matte 1 

skepps 1 

abessinier 1 

fjät 1 

hoppa 1 

kastreras 1 

öron 1 

smyga 1 

bengal 1 

bil 1 

garnnystan 1 

nio 1 

sax 1 

språng 1 

artad 1 

gulliga 1 
 

sim 1 

öra 1 

fan 1 

helvetet 1 

kam 1 

lapa 1 

sällskapsdjur 1 

ungar 1 

murre 1 

band 1 

kattsand 1 

leksak 1 

natur 1 

sandlåda 1 

springa 1 

vän 1 

birma 1 

bondgård 1 

gullig 1 

jaga 1 

lukta 1 

pest 1 

silver 1 

tarm 1 

öl 1 

rovdjur 1 

familj 1 

havet 1 

kö 1 

revir 1 

sällskap 1 

uggla 1 

misse 1 

jakt 1 
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4. DISCUSSION 
Remember that these associations don’t reflect truths just common sense.  
 

MindMatch is related to both Verbosity [mb06] and Common Consensus [hl07] because 

both of these projects are web-based games that try to collect common sense facts. 

Verbosity is based on the Inversion-problem and Common Consensus is based on the 

Output-agreement game (See section 1.2, 2.2.2 & 2.2.3 for more details) MindMatch 

is mostly based on the Output-agreement game.  

      In Verbosity (See section 1.2) if we want to gather facts about the word CAT. We 

would pass that word to one of two players. He would then create these facts and 

have another player verify them. (See game session, TABLE 8). 

 

Verbosity 

Player 1 Player 2 

Input Output Input Output 

CAT [cat] is related to [furry] X is related to [furry] BEAR 

CAT [cat] has a [tail] X has a [tail] LION 

CAT [cat] is related to [lion] X is related to [lion] TIGER 

CAT [cat] is related to [meow] X is related to [meow] PANTHER 

CAT [cat] is not a [dog] X is not a [dog] CAT 

 

TABLE 8, Example on game session from verbosity, data is taken from the verbosity 

dataset through ConceptNet. [ws10] The game ends when input to Player 1 is the same 

as output from Player 2. 

 

Verbosity players have the chance to choose the label put on a relation. Like, cat is 

not a dog instead of just cat is related to dog which is an “unlabeled response” or 

“predefined labeled response”. This is a good attribute that allows the game to 

collect more information in the same game. There are a couple of labels that players 

can choose between in Verbosity, in fact here are all of them (X is a kind of Y, X is 

used for Y, X is typically near/in/on Y, X is the opposite of Y, X is related to Y). In 

MindMatch all relations are treated as predefined. This means that all associations are 

in the form of “X is related to Y”. 

     In MindMatch all player will be used to generate common sense facts instead of 

just one player (like in Verbosity). This allow for a more effective way to collect data. 

Five inputs to a two player game in Verbosity results in 5 collected facts. Five inputs 

to two player game in MindMatch results in 5-10 facts.  
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For comparison, here is the same table based on a MindMatch session (See, TABLE 9), 

9 unique facts are created where “CAT is related to CLAWS” receives higher 

confidence because it‟s shared between the players. 

 

MindMatch 

Player 1 Player 2 

Input Output Input Output 

CAT CAT is related to FUR CAT CAT is related to WHISKERS 

CAT CAT is related to PET CAT CAT is related to CLAWS 

CAT CAT is related to CLAWS CAT CAT is related to PAW 

CAT CAT is related to DOG CAT CAT is related to RAT 

CAT CAT is related to TAIL CAT CAT is related to ANIMAL 

 

TABLE 9, Example game session from MindMatch 

In Verbosity your goal is to try to explain what you think to another player (push). In 

MindMatch you try to guess what another player is thinking (pull). 

 

 

There is very little information that can be found about Common Consensus. To the 

authors knowledge they only did one 11-person user study and never released the 

game. This project was based around questions, like “what are some things you would 

use to: cook dinner?”  Where responses could be “food(7), pots(3), pans(3), meat(3), 

knife(2), oven(2), microwave(2)”. These responses are close to those we would find if 

COOK, or the word DINNER were presented to a MindMatch player. The difference 

is that in MindMatch there is no explicit information about the context, meaning that 

we could see responses such as HUNGER to DINNER. (a response that will not be 

shown to that question in Common Consensus). Common Consensus is goal-oriented 

and based on templates like these “Why would you want to X”, “What is something 

you can do if you wanted to X”, “What is another goal similar to X”, “About how long 

would it take to X”, “What are some things you would use to X”, “Where are some 

places you would like to X. The problem with templates like these is that someone 

needs to fill in the X‟s. This is time-consuming and expensive.  In MindMatch we are 

not interested in any particular traits (like goals) and we don‟t have to write questions, 

but someone needs to create the input-set (See appendix 4 for words that are shown to 

the user). This process could be simplified. For example, if many users write 

“HOUSE is related to FLOOR” and FLOOR isn‟t in the input-set. We could transfer 

FLOOR to that set.  In this prototype the input set was chosen by hand (for more 

control over the input set). But this method could be developed further in the future. 
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 4.1 Problems and feedback from players 
As with any project, there are problems and here are some of them.  

 

Before inserting any data into the database a quick check is made. This check is there 

to filter out gibberish and spelling errors. It‟s done by comparing the word that was 

sent with a large list of words stored in the database. If the word does not exist in the 

database an error message is returned “[sent word] does not exist in the database”. 

When obvious spell errors occur users should get feedback that tries to correct this 

error “did you mean [corrected word]?” Some investigation went into NHunspell a 

C# plugin that are able to do this. Unfortunately, the structure of the plugin made it 

impossible to work with, so this feature was skipped as it was not absolutely 

important to have in the prototype. 

      Of the 200 people that tested the game 2 of them tried to spam the database. The 

first spammer noticed that there were single letter words added to the database. By 

writing L followed by RETURN, he would receive a small score (1 point). This was 

enough to continue this process. 100 points later and he left the game. After this 

incident all single letter characters were removed. A lock was implemented to make 

sure that users are unable to write the same word more than three times.  The second 

incident was similar. Instead of writing L this users wrote APE and after 3 words he 

wrote something else then back to APE again. This behaviour is annoying but not a 

big issue. Because single associations by one user is always treated as a weak link and 

more responses means more confidence and a stronger link.  In the end we can filter 

out associations with no agreement (weak links) and only keep the strong ones. (The 

chance that 2 or 3 persons write TABLE is related to APE is very slim). Players that 

spam the database for points should also become less of an issue when users receive 

100 points for a response like DOG-CAT instead of having to write APE to 100 

different words; a very tedious process. On a small database this problem is a bit 

more troublesome because players only receive a couple of point for each response so 

there are more reasons to cheat.  A frequency dictionary could be created for each 

user and when users use words too often, a message could be shown encouraging 

them use more words “try to use a broader range of words, because you use the same 

word too often”. Or we could auto-ban users that respond with the same word more 

than 50 times but the best thing would be to remove that 1 point received by an 

association not shared with anyone else. (This should result in fewer reasons to spam 

the database) This solution is only feasible when we have about 50-100 different 

responses to each word in the input-set. There are about 3500/2=1750 words per 

language so we need more then 1750 *50 = 87500 responses for each language. We 

are currently a bit short.   
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4.2 Future improvements 
A lot of things can be improved this section mention some of them   

 

If there were more time to invest in the project there is a lot more that could be done. 

For example, it would be interesting to investigate a way to create labels for high- 

agreement responses. (Compare TABLE 10 and TABLE 11) 

 

Unlabeled high-agreement responses (MindMatch) 

CAT is related to DOG CAT is related to MEOW 

CAT is related to TAIL CAT is related to WHISKERS 

CAT is related to PET CAT is related to PAW 

CAT is related to FUR CAT is related to CLAWS 

CAT is related to ANIMAL CAT is related to FOURLEGGED 

CAT is related to MOUSE CAT is related to TIGER 

CAT is related to RAT CAT is related to LION 

 
TABLE 10 – Unlabeled associations (MindMatch right now) 

 

By looking at high-agreement responses it is easy to see that they are important. 

These agreements or „facts‟ are entered by many different people and by that we say 

they are common sense. It is possible to design a mini-game in MindMatch that give 

these associations a label. This game is probably in the form of an input-agreement 

game. With relational labels like those found in ConceptNet.  

 

These are most common relations found in ConceptNet ordered by how often 

they are found in the dataset 

IsA (63%), TranslationOf (15%), PartOf (4%), AtLocation (4%), HasProperty (2%), 

DerivedFrom (2%), UsedFor (2%), ConceptuallyRelatedTo (2%), RelatedTo (1%), 

CapableOf (1%), Synonym (1%), HasSubevent (1%), HasPrerequisite (<1%), 

MotivatedByGoal (<1%), HasA (<1%), Causes, DefinedAs, ReceivesAction, Desires, 

NotDesires, CausesDesire, MemberOf, LocatedNear, SimilarTo, HasFirstSubevent, 

InstanceOf, ObstructedBy, HasContext, MadeOf, HasLastSubevent, NotIsA, 

NotUsedFor, NotCapableOf, SimilarSize, Antonym, DesireOf, NotHasProperty, 

SymbolOf, InheritsFrom, CreatedBy, NotHasA, Attribute, Entails, LocationOfAction, 

HasPainIntensity, HasPainCharacter, NotMadeOf, NotCauses. 

 (The percentage is to show how many concepts that use that relation; relationships with no 

percentage are less than 0.1%)   

 

With relational labels like these we could translate MindMatch data to something like 

TABLE 11 found on the next page.  
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Labeled high-agreement responses (MindMatch) 

CAT ConceptuallyRelatedTo DOG CAT CapableOf MEOW 

CAT HasProperty TAIL CAT HasProperty WHISKERS 

CAT IsA PET CAT HasProperty PAW 

CAT HasProperty FUR CAT HasProperty CLAWS 

CAT IsA ANIMAL CAT HasProperty FOURLEGGED 

CAT RelatedTo MOUSE CAT ConceptuallyRelatedTo TIGER 

CAT RelatedTo RAT CAT ConceptuallyRelatedTo LION 

 
TABLE 11 – Labeled associations (MindMatch after new mini-game) 

 

Another approach could be to use data gathered by the double word association game 

as labels (See, TABLE 12). Doing this has some interesting properties. For example, we 

don‟t have to predefine any relations and we have built-in meaning about each 

relation (because of the association network) and by creating more meaning to each 

word we are creating more meaning to each relation. 

 

Labels in a different way 

CAT & DOG is related to ANIMAL 
CAT-ANIMAL-DOG 

CAT & MEOW is related to ATTENTION 
CAT-ANIMAL-DOG 

CAT & TAIL is related to BALANCE 
CAT-BALANCE-TAIL 

CAT & WHISKERS is related to SENSATION 
CAT-SENSATION-WHISKERS 

CAT & PET is related to EXPENSES 
CAT-EXPENSES-PET 

CAT & PAW is related to WALKING 
CAT-WALKING-PAW 

CAT & FUR is related to CLEANING 
CAT-CLEANING-FUR 

CAT & CLAWS is related to HUNTING 
CAT-HUNTING-CLAWS 

CAT & ANIMAL is related to LION 
CAT-ANIMAL-LION 

CAT & FOURLEGGED is related to NORMAL 
CAT-NORMAL-FOURLEGGED 

CAT & MOUSE is related to CHASE CAT & TIGER is related to ANIMAL 
CAT-CHASE-MOUSE CAT-ANIMAL-TIGER 

 

TABLE 12 – The double word association game 
 

 

Unity and SmartFoxServer2x allow the client to run on more than one platform. 

Android, iPhone and iPad are very interesting build-targets. Having the game on more 

platforms increases the chance for players to test the game.  The game is intended to 

be free to play so even if players just play the game for a couple of minutes, 

associations will be created.  If 1000 people play the game and add 100 associations 

each we would have gathered around 100,000 associations (a fairly good dataset).  

Popular games on big web-portals have millions of players so 1000 players doesn‟t 

seem that far-fetched. 
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MindMatch was designed with multiple languages in mind making it easy to 

localizing the game into more languages. A tool can be created to exposes this 

process even further, allowing privileged user to add more languages. Without this 

tool it is also fairly easy to add more languages, but a programmer needs to be there 

to help with implementation process. 

      Statistics shown to the user is fairly limited. How it‟s presented and what is 

presented can be improved in many ways. The idea that two players who think alike 

can be paired with each other inside the game is an interesting idea. In this prototype 

that was done as a notice inside player statistics. Each player could see which other 

player they shared the most associations with. “You share most associations with: X”.  

This could be expanded further by paring players that think alike to play against each 

other.  

      Finally, there are more types of games that can be created (more focus should lie 

on real-time synchronous multiplayer games with a ghost AI). Associations between 

other things than words should be involved, like sound, pictures or any type 

information that can give more meaning to words.  

 

4.3 Applications 
What are some of the application that can be created with common sense? 

Data gathered in MindMatch is similar to data found in Verbosity (see. 4.0). 

Verbosity is used in ConceptNet so MindMatch should be able to be used with 

ConceptNet as well.  

     What application has ConceptNet been used for? Hugo Liu and Push Singh talks 

about fifteen in 
[sp04]

 and also give another example here. 
[hl04]

  ConceptNet consists of 

nodes like “buy food” and “purchase groceries” these are intrinsically similar nodes. 

By using data from MindMatch one should be able to see that “buy and purchase” 

and “food and groceries” are tightly related. This would give us an indication that 

“buy food” and “purchase groceries” are related. Even more so if we had 

implemented the mini-game mentioned in previous section that helped us to label 

relations as “Synonyms”. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
We have a long way to go until we have computers with common sense.  
 

Human computation is a powerful tool and it has lots of potential. Humans spend an 

incredible amount of time on games, if just a fraction of that time could go into 

solving problems or gathering valuable data it would allow us to put more man-power 

into science. The prototype that was developed was fun enough that people spent 

hours playing it. 

     Most of what was planned to be implemented got implemented but before 

exposing it to wider audience it‟s probably a good idea to improve certain aspects of 

the game. It‟s still a prototype and it can still be developed in many ways (See, 4.2 for 

example). Even without any changes, high-quality data should be able to be gathered 

(See, Appendix 1-2 for gathered data). The main issue right now is the low score 

given by many associations; MindMatch needs more people to play the game so that 

there are more responses with high return of points.    

     In some game modes, associations are created fast. Game modes with 15 second 

time pressure creates about 1-8 associations. Playing the seven words mini-game 3 

times results in around 100 associations (per user). But this game suffers from the 

fact at least 3 people need to be online at the same time. This could probably be 

solved with help of virtual agents that re-play old game sessions (see. 3.17). In fact, 

currently all multiplayer games have this problem, and all should have these virtual 

players that play the game if no other user is online.  

     Finally, we don‟t have that many resources in Swedish based on word association. 

MindMatch could be used as a tool to collect one as it can be used as an effective way 

to gathering unlabeled common sense facts (Common Sense Associations) (see. 4.0). 

MindMatch data should be able to be used with project like ConceptNet to create 

systems with more common sense. 
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6. Glossary- descriptions of things used in this paper 

 
ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE (or A.I), is a field of research that tries to give 

intelligence to a machine.  

 
BOT (or INTERNET BOT), is a piece of software that can run automated tasks 

on the internet. 

 
COMMON SENSE, mental information about concepts in the outside world that 

people intuitively share  

 
COMMON SENSE ASSOCIATION, is a relation between two concepts that 

people share. These two concepts are related to each other.  

  
CAPTCHA / reCAPTCHA, Completely Automated Public Turing Test to Tell 

Computers and Humans Apart, Is a verification process used on a lot of homepages to 

prevent machines to automatically register accounts. 

 
GAMES WITH A PURPOSE (or GWAP), is a technique that can be used to 

collect high-quality information, cheaply and effectively with help of human players.  

 
HUMAN COMPUTATION, is a technique that outsource certain steps of an 

algorithm to human being. 
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6. Appendix 1- Extracted data (Swedish output set). 
Example on how the data gathered by MindMatch in Swedish looks 

abborre → fisk(3) 
affisch → tavla(3) bild(2) 
affär → butik(3) varuhus(2) 
afrika → land(2) elefanter(2) savann(2) 
afton → kväll(4) 
aktion → fynd(2) 
akut → mottagning(2) ambulans(2) 
akvarell → färg(3) 
akvarium → fiskar(3) vatten(2) fisk(2) 
alarm → brand(2) 
alkohol → sprit(3) 
allergi → pollen(2) 
allsång → skansen(5) 
ambulans → sjuk(2) 
amputation → ben(2) 
ananas → frukt(4) 
ande → spöke(2) väsen(2) själ(2) 
android → telefon(3) 
anka → fågel(2) näbb(2) kalle(2) 
ansikte → näsa(2) 
anställning → arbete(2) jobb(2) 
ansökan → jobb(2) 
antenn → tv(3) radio(3) 
antik → gammal(6) 
användbarhet → dator(2) 
apelsin → orange(3) 
apotek → medicin(2) 
aprikos → frukt(3) 
arbetsplats → jobb(2) 
argument → diskussion(2) 
aritmetik → matte(2) 
ark → papper(2) 
arm → hand(3) 
armé → krig(2) 
asfalt → väg(2) 
asien → världsdel(2) kina(2) 
astronaut → rymden(3)  
atombomb → japan(2) 
aubergine → grönsak(2) frukt(2) 
australien → känguru(3) 
avfall → skräp(2) 
avokado → frukt(4) 
avstånd → längd(4) 
bacon → gris(3) 
bad → vatten(3) kar(2) 
badhus → klor(2) pool(2) simma(2) 
badkar → badrum(2) 
badminton → racket(3) nät(2) 

kudde → sova(6) huvud(3) säng(2) mjuk(2) 
kultur → musik(2) 
kung → drottning(4) krona(3) 
kunskap → skola(4) 
kust → hav(3) fyr(2) 
kuvert → brev(4) 
kvarn → mjöl(4) väder(2) 
kvast → städa(2) skaft(2) häxa(2) 
kvicksand → sjunka(2) 
kvinna → man(3) tjej(2) 
kvist → träd(3) gren(2) 
kväll → natt(3) 
kylskåp → mat(2) mjölk(2) kallt(2) 
kyss → puss(5) 
kål → pudding(2) rot(2) 
kålrot → soppa(2) 
kämpa → jobba(2) strid(2) orka(2) 
känguru → australien(4) pung(3) djur(2) 
käpp → gå(2) pensionär(2) 
kärna → äpple(2) 
kärra → skott(2) 
kök → mat(2) 
körkort → bil(4) 
körsbär → kärna(2) 
kött → fläsk(2) 
köttfärs → mat(3) pasta(2) köttbullar(2) äta(2) 
rulla(2) tomat(2) lök(2) 
laget → fotboll(2) 
lakrits → båt(2) 
lamm → får(5) kött(2) kotlett(2) ull(2) stek(2) 
lampa → ljus(4) 
landskap → sverige(2) 
lapp → böter(2) same(2) pengar(2) papper(2) 
larm → inbrott(2) 
lastbil → flak(2) fordon(2) 
lava → vulkan(2) 
lax → fisk(6) 
le → glad(4) flina(2) 
ledare → bestämmer(2) 
lejon → afrika(2) tiger(2) 
lekplats → barn(2) 
leksak → docka(2) 
lera → jord(2) smuts(2) 
lever → organ(3) 
liga → gäng(3) tjuv(3) fotboll(3) 
likvärdighet → jämställdhet(2) 
lim → klister(5) 
lime → grön(3) sur(2) frukt(2) citron(2) 
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6. Appendix 2- Extracted data (English output set). 
Example on how the data gathered by MindMatch in English looks 

account → bank(1) 
activity → speak(1) 
alcohol → drunk(1) party(1) vodka(1) 
alligator → dangerous(1) bite(1) 
ambulance → siren(1) emergency(1) 
hospital(1) accident(1) 
anger → red(1) 
animal → dog(2) cat(1) bear(1) rabbit(1) 
tiger(1) 
ankle → foot(1) leg(1) 
ant → insect(1) 
antenna → mobile(1) 
apartment → house(1) room(1) door(1) 
apple → red(1) seed(1) pie(1) fruit(1) 
computer(1) 
apron → cook(1) kitchen(1) cooking(1) 
maid(1) mother(1) father(1) chef(1) 
architect → architecture(1) building(1) 
house(1) design(1) sculpture(1) 
art → gallery(1) 
attack → rage(1) 
avocado → tree(1) 
baby → yuck(1) toddler(1) 
badge → police(1) 
badger → animal(1) 
bag → carry(1) 
bakery → bread(1) 
ball → soccer(2) park(1) 
balloon → fun(1) party(1) 
banana → tree(1) fruit(1) 
bank → gold(1) 
baseball → sport(1) 
basket → ball(2) boys(1) apples(1) 
basketball → round(1) 
bat → cave(2) 
bath → tub(1) 
bathtub → water(1) 
bean → coffee(1) 
bear → brown(2) fur(1) white(1) animal(1) 
monster(1) big(1) gummy(1) sleep(1) 
beaver → dam(1) 
bed → mattress(1) sleep(1) 
bee → honey(1) wing(1) 
beetle → insect(1) 
bench → outside(1) 

boy → young(1) child(1) 
brain → head(1) intelligence(1) emotion(1) 
skull(1) knowledge(1) mind(1) learning(1) 
learn(1) 
brake → car(2) bike(1) speed(1) road(1) 
shool(1) important(1) stop(1) 
branch → tree(1) 
breast → chest(1) 
brick → stone(1) 
bridge → road(1) structure(1) 
broccoli → green(1) 
broom → sweep(1) 
brush → paint(1) pensel(1) 
bubble → round(1) 
building → structure(1) 
bun → cinnamon(1) eat(1) 
butter → bread(1) 
butterfly → scary(1) 
cabinet → furniture(1) 
cable → network(1) 
cage → bar(1) 
cake → sweet(2) cupcake(1) candy(1) high(1) 
round(1) dessert(1) cream(1) flower(1) 
wedding(1) 
calculator → exam(1) counting(1) 
camels → animal(1) 
camera → photo(1) technology(1) 
candle → light(1) darkness(1) 
candy → sweet(1) snickers(1) 
cannon → ball(2) 
canvas → painter(1) 
cap → head(1) baseball(1) 
car → speed(1) driver(1) street(1) red(1) 
card → game(1) 
carwash → wet(1) clean(1) shiny(1) 
castle → rock(1) 
cat → fur(2)  dog(1) puss(1) purr(1) tail(1) 
cave → man(1) 
cellphone → mobile(1) 
cemetery → death(1) stones(1) 
chair → legs(1) table(1) 
chef → food(2) cook(2) restaurant(1) 
dinner(1) white(1) clean(1) delicious(1)  
chess → play(1) 
circle → geometry(1) 

Note: English was not tested as much as Swedish  
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6. Appendix 3- Word association network visualization 

    Screenshots taken from the MindMatch network  
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6. Appendix 4- Example on the input set  

Following table is an example on the input set used in the game (The whole table is about 3500 words) 

acorn 
airplane 
ambulance 
antenna 
apple 
aquarium 
astronaut 

avocado 
axe 
baby 
backpack 
badger 
bag 
bagel 
bakery 
ball 

balloon 
banana 
band 
bank 
bar 
baseball 
basket 
basketball 

bathtub 
battery 
bean 
bear 
beaver 
bed 
bee 
beer 

bell 
belt 
bench 
berry 
bicycle 
bikini 
bird 
blackboard 

blade 
blender 
block 
blood 
board 
boat 
bolt 
bomb 
bone 

book 
bookshelf 
boot 
boots 
bottle 
box 
bracelet 
brake 

bread 
 

bridge 
broccoli 
broom 
brush 
bubble 
bucket 
bulldozer 

bullet 
bus 
butter 
butterfly 
button 
cabbage 
cabinet 
cable 
cage 

cake 
calculator 
camel 
camera 
candle 
candy 
cannon 
canvas 

captain 
car 
carpet 
carrot 
carwash 
cassette 
castle 
cat 

cauliflower 
cave 
cereal 
chair 
cheese 
cheetah 
chef 
cherry 

chopsticks 
ceiling 
cigarette 
circle 
circus 
cliff 
clock 
closet 
clothing 

cloud 
clown 
cockroach 
coin 
comb 
computer 
cookie 
corn 

cotton 
 

cow 
cowboy 
crab 
cradle 
crane 
crayon 
cream 

crocodile 
crown 
cucumber 
cup 
curtain 
deer 
desert 
desk 
diamond 

diaper 
dinosaur 
doctor 
dog 
doll 
dolphin 
door 
doorknob 

dragon 
drain 
drawer 
dress 
drill 
drum 
dryer 
duck 

dustpan 
eagle 
ear 
egg 
eggplant 
elbow 
elephants 
elevator 

envelope 
eraser 
escalator 
excavator 
eye 
eyebrow 
eyeglasses 
face 
fan 

farm 
farmer 
feather 
feet 
finger 
fire 
fireman 
fish 

flag 
floor 

flower 
food 
football 
forest 
fork 
fountain 
fox 

fridge 
fruit 
frog 
gam 
garbage 
garden 
gasoline 
giraffe 
glass 

glove 
glue 
goat 
goggle 
gold 
gorilla 
grapefruit 
grass 

grasshopper 
grater 
guitar 
gun 
hair 
hairbrush 
hairnet 
hamburger 

hammer 
hamster 
hanger 
harbor 
hat 
head 
headphone 
hedgehog 

helicopter 
hen 
horn 
horse 
hospital 
house 
human 
ice 
iceberg 

ink 
insect 
instrument 
iron 
island 
jacket 
jam 
jar 

 

jewel 
juice 
kettle 
key 
keyboard 
kiwifruit 
knee 

knife 
ladder 
ladle 
ladybug 
lamp 
laptop 
leaf 
leg 
lemon 

lantern 
letter 
lettuce 
library 
light 
lime 
lion 
lipstick 

liquid 
lizard 
lock 
log 
lollypop 
lotion 
loudspeaker 
mailbox 

medal 
melon 
microphone 
microwave 
milk 
mirror 
mitten 
money 

moon 
moose 
mop 
mosquito 
motorcycle 
mouse 
mouth 
muffin 
mushroom 

nail 
necklace 
nest 
noodle 
nose 
notebook 
notepad 
ocean 

 

orange 
oven 
pacifier 
painting 
pajamas 
pancake 
pants 

paper 
parachute 
peach 
peacock 
pear 
pen 
pencil 
perfume 
phone 

piano 
pig 
pillow 
pilot 
pin 
pineapple 
pizza 
plane 

plate 
popcorn 
popsicle 
potato 
printer 
prison 
pumpkin 
puppy 

purse 
rabbit 
raccoon 
radio 
railing 
rainbow 
raincoat 
rake 

razor 
rectangle 
refrigerator 
remote 
rice 
rock 
rocket 
rooster 
rug 

sail 
salad 
salt 
sandals 
sandbox 
sandwich 
satellite 
saw 

saxophone 
 

scissor 
screwdriver 
screws 
sculpture 
seagull 
shampoo 
sheep 

ship 
shirt 
shoe 
shorts 
shoulder 
shovel 
shower 
sidewalk 
silverware 

sink 
skateboard 
sled 
snake 
snowman 
soap 
sock 
sofa 

soldier 
soup 
spaghetti 
spider 
sponge 
spoon 
stapler 
star 

stick 
stomach 
stove 
stovetop 
straw 
streetlight 
string 
submarine 

suitcase 
sun 
sundial 
supermarket 
swan 
sweater 
swimsuit 
switch 
table 

tap 
tape 
teacher 
teapot 
tear 
teeth 
television 
tent 

 

thumb 
tie 
tiger 
tire 
tissue 
toast 
toaster 

toe 
toilet 
tomato 
tongue 
toolbox 
toothbrush 
toothpaste 
torch 
towel 

tractor 
train 
tree 
triangle 
trophy 
truck 
trumpet 
tunnel 

umbrella 
underpants 
union 
waffle 
wagon 
wall 
wallet 
wallpaper 

wardrobe 
vase 
watch 
water 
watermelon 
waterslide 
vegetable 
whale 

wheel 
wheelbarrow 
wheelchair 
wildebeest 
window 
violin 
wire 
volcano 
wolf 

wrench 
wristband 
xylophone 
yacht 
yarn 
yoghurt 
yoyo 
zebra 
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